
11: CONNECT WITH INFLUENCERS

SCRIPT TO CONNECT:

1. Begin with a heartfelt connection. Just like you begin any sale, you will want to bond. When approaching 
someone to deeply connect, heartfelt compliments work really well. If your compliment is not real, they will sense 
it.  And in order to really connect you will want to dig deep. “I like your work” is not nearly as persuasive as “You 
have long been a role model for me, and I’m so grateful for the work you do.”  Remember that the very beginning 
of your contact is most important. If it’s not influential, they may close the email or not even open it if the subject 
line isn’t compelling.
2. Don’t ask for something. Offer something. One other option is to ask for their input on something - but this 
works better if you’ve developed some sort of foundational bond. I would even suggest at the beginning to just 
say something nice, if you don’t have a service or product you’d like to gift them. Once they feel a strong bond 
with you it’s easier to ask for their input on something (which then later you might be able to use as a testimonial, 
or something you could write in their social media thanking them for specifically what they said!).
3. Follow up. You want to develop a long relationship. If you appear only once on their radar, you’re easier to 
forget - and it’s very familiar to them that people show up only when they want something. If you can take the 
relationship into the in-person realm, do that, too. Often you can meet many people at live events. Taking photos 
with them, bonding further with them - heck, even offering to help them unload boxes, etc - can lead to even 
bigger stuff for you.
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